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Call for Papers, Symposia, Roundtables, and Interactive Workshops
Trust is one of the few concepts and shared human experiences that crosses disciplinary,
cultural, and generational boundaries. It lies at the heart of all human relationships whether with
another single individual, a group, or an institution; it is a key factor in our conceptions of society
and civilisation. It is claimed to be the key to enhancing and enabling cooperation, the sharing of
information, problem solving, commitment and job satisfaction, as well as a range of individual,
group, organizational, and societal performance outcomes. The changing nature of the current
social and political environments within which we exist as individuals and as members of groups
highlights the contribution of trust to success but also the challenges to its continued existence
within relationships.

Although research into trust has advanced significantly in the last decade, our understanding
remains limited and there is much that we have, as yet, not explored. Important questions
remain as to how trust is built, maintained and repaired in the multiplicity of contexts, the
dynamic environments, and relationships of which it is part. Trust is possibly unique as a subject
which crosses boundaries in both how and where it is studied. In order to reflect this realit y, the
FINT workshop seeks to provide a forum in which we further develop and broaden our trust
knowledge, and community, as we move into the second decade of the 21st century. We
welcome as contributors representatives of the academic and practitioner communities, from a
wide range of academic disciplines, those who use qualitative and quantitative methods, who
have empirical and theoretical insights to offer, and to include both junior and senior
researchers.
Accordingly, the next FINT workshop is intendedly broad in nature. We invite the submission of
individual papers in addition to proposals for round tables and workshop development activities.
The requirements and expectations for each are specified below.
Call for Short Papers (deadline 30.11.2011)
We invite you to contribute a short paper for competitive selection. Your short paper should
explain the relevance of the chosen topic, provide the theoretical background and research
question, and address the approach followed. Empirical papers should describe the methods of
analysis and highlight (or at least preview) their main findings and contributions. The short paper
should comprise 2000-3000 words (including references, appendices and other materials). The
deadline for submission is 30 November 2011.
Call for Symposia and Thematic Roundtables (deadline 30 November2011)
We invite proposals for Symposia and Thematic Roundtables, in formats similar to those in use at
other conferences such as the Academy of Management: "Symposium sessions are organized as
either Panel Symposia or Presenter Symposia. A Panel Symposium engages a group of panellists
in a formal interactive discussion. A Presenter Symposium involves a series of authored papers
on a pre-set theme". At the same time we are also open for innovative formats such as debates
or thematic, structured discussions.
You should provide an overview of the format, a summary of the presenters, their expected
contributions, and a rationale for why you believe that the symposium should be of interest to
trust researchers. Proposals should also indicate the timeframe appropriate for the session and

desired room size and layout. The whole proposal should comprise 3000-4000 words. The
deadline for submission is 30 November 2011.
Call for Interactive Workshops (deadline 31. January 2012)
We also welcome proposals for interactive workshops. The aim of an interactive workshop is to
create discussion between workshop participants in areas relevant to our community such as
research, research cooperation, research methods, teaching, consulting, transdisciplinary
dialogues, reaching out to practitioners, etc. Ultimately any workshop will be judged by its
potential to create a community within our common research field. Thus workshops can take the
form

of

professional

development

workshops

(see

for

example

http://meeting.aomonline.org/2011/callforsubmissions/pdw), caucus proposals (see for example
http://meeting.aomonline.org/2011/callforsubmissions/scholarlyprogram/menu-call-forcaucuses) or any other format you can think of. To apply for an interactive workshop you should
provide an overview of the format, clarify how and why you believe that your workshop is of
interest to trust researchers, and explain how it will be able to jumpstart a new community.
Workshop proposals should not comprise more than 2500 words (and can be much shorter).
Proposals should also indicate the timeframe appropriate for the session and desired room size
and layout. The deadline for submission is 31 January 2012.
Submission
For submission please go to:
http://www.eiasm.org/frontoffice/event_announcement.asp?event_id=851.
About the Conference
The FINT workshop will take place from 14-15 June 2012 in Milano, at the Bocconi University.
Our local hosts are Sandro Castaldo and Fabrizio Zerbini. You are also welcome to participate in
our pre-conference activities on June 13 and in our excursion to Lake Como on June 16.

Guest Speakers

Russell Hardin

Kimberly D. Elsbach

http://politics.as.nyu.edu/object/RussellHardin.html http://gsm.ucdavis.edu/faculty/kimberlyd-elsbach
Russell Hardin is professor of politics at New York University. He edited the journal Ethics
(University of Chicago) for a decade and has been a distinguished professor at both Stanford and
NYU. Hardin has authored many books on ethics and social theory, published by the university
presses of Oxford, Princeton, Johns Hopkins, and the University of Chicago. He was a Rhodes
Scholar, a Guggenheim Fellow, and he has been honored by the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences and the American Association for the Advancement of Sciences.
Kimberly D. Elsbach is Professor of Management and Stephen G. Newberry Chair in Leadership
at the Graduate School of Management, University of California, Davis. She received her Ph.D. in
Industrial Engineering from Stanford University. Prior to her academic career, she worked as an
Industrial Engineer for the Quaker Oats, Co. in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Kim's research focuses on
perception – specifically how people perceive each other and their organizations. She has
studied these perceptual processes in variety of contexts ranging from the California cattle
industry, and the National Rifle Association, to Hollywood screenwriters. She is currently
studying how crying at work affects images of professional women and why fans identify with
NASCAR. Her book Organizational Perception Management was recently published by LawrenceErlbaum as part of its Organization and Management Series. Kim is married to Jan Elsbach and
has one son, Racha Elsbach (12 years old). She was a competitive swimmer in college (University
of Iowa) and continues to compete in Masters Swimming. Address: Graduate School of
Management, Gallagher Hall, University of California - Davis, Davis, CA 95616; telephone: (530)
752-0910; fax: (530) 752-2924; e-mail: kdelsbach@ucdavis.edu

